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2012 was a challenging year
with many businesses reducing
their marketing budgets. 

The good news is, that you don’t 
need to have a big budget to 
market online. 

Our cover article “14 Big Online 
Marketing Ideas for Businesses 
on a Small Budget” reveals some 
brilliant marketing ideas that are 

guaranteed to increase your profits....even if you have a tiny 
budget. You are going to love our cheeky little Twitter idea.

Speaking of Twitter, there are some businesses who still 
don’t ‘get it’. As a result they are missing out on a fantastic 
free marketing resource. Our introduction to using Twitter 
brings you up to speed and shows you how to use it 
effectively. 

We also show you to use that other social media giant, 
Facebook, by showing you how to turn you fans into raving 
fans who are going to love you. 

As always, we value your feedback and suggestions and 
love to hear from you. 

By way of recall, all links in DMG are clickable.

 

Don Roberts

Certified Local Marketing Consultant

www.NetMarketingFusion.com
DMG is brought to you by

You can find out how you can get more customers and traffic to your website by 
visiting our website or by using any of the links below

Editor & Publisher of Digital Marketing Guide (DMG)

Click to 
Join Me
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Attn: Small Business Owners Looking For More Effective Marketing Methods

“This” is arguably one of the most powerful 
ways to make more sales.

This method's proven track record is decades old, yet many small 
business owners are either unaware of it...or think it's only for big 
companies.

But, that's great for you because for the wise small business owners that 
use it, they enjoy widespread recognition & enhanced credibility in their 
market. 

What is “it”? Press Releases...just not the old fashioned kind.

Check out why online Press Releases are one of the secret weapons that 
the best marketing experts use for their clients. 

Click  → Press Releases to find out why. (takes you to NetMarketingFusion.com)

Why Subscribe to Digital Marketing Guide?

It's easy to waste hours surfing around the web trying to find the best 
ways to market your small business.  Why do that when you can simply 
have each new edition DMG delivered straight to your inbox? That's a 
smart decision.

DMG is written by marketing experts, it's a quick read, and it tells you 
everything you need to know to effectively market your small business.

Get DMG:  Click  →www.NetMarketingFusion.com/dmg/
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